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ABSTRACT
Security and privacy of Smartphone data are critical requirements in case of both personal as well as corporate environment. Hence, there is a need to come up with an effective solution in order to address data leakage issues in smartphones. Generally, taint analysis techniques are used for information flow tracking and data leakage detection purpose. Static Taint analysis techniques can detect the leakages that may not be exposed in runtime. Static analysis derives the information about program’s behaviour by inspecting the program’s code and discovering multiple paths of a program execution. In this work a static taint analysis tool Comnoid is proposed along with companion app ApkGrabber. Comnoid is based on open source tool FlowDroid and is capable of analyzing the inter app communication. Existing version of FlowDroid tool can provide precise static taint analysis but it lacks capability to analyze inter app communication between Android applications. Thus the aim of proposed scheme is to develop a tool to perform Static Taint analysis with inter app analysis which will take Android application APK files as an input and produce a data leakage report.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Smartphone usage has exceeded those of desktops’s in the recent years. At the same time, Security and privacy concerns about Smartphone data are increasing exponentially in case of both personal as well as corporate environment. Android being the most used Smartphone OS, needs solution to address information leakage issues. Today professionals prefer utilizing their personal Smartphone/Tablet for carrying out corporate work related tasks like email, docs, calendar, corporate apps etc. This helps them to achieve greater flexibility and balance between personal and corporate life. This trend belongs to well known Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) model. Companies have successfully adopted BYOD concept and are ready to manage security and privacy concerns as BYOD model promises more work efficiency of employees [1, 2, 23]. Android nears 80% market share in Global smartphone shipments [3, 4] and is also the biggest target of mobile malwares. These malwares pose high risk to the privacy of user’s data. Many of the genuine applications have the permissions to access various local resources like contacts, mail, GPS, SD card, camera, microphone, accelerometer etc. They may leak data to unwanted parties on the internet, or other malicious applications on the phone. These security and privacy concerns are being addressed in current Android research domain. Taint analysis techniques are used for tracking the information flow and possible leakage on Android [7-14]. Taint analysis [6, 7, 23] is a data flow analysis technique that can track flow of sensitive information. In this analysis, Taint sources and Taint sinks of sensitive data are predefined. In context of Android, Taint sources are Account, Email, Contact, Calendar, Database, File, Location Log, Phone State, SMS/MMS, Settings and Unique identifiers (IMEI) etc. Whereas Taint sinks are the points from where data can leak out of the system. Common taint sinks in Android are internet, publicly accessible storage i.e. memory card, inter process communication message and SMS transmission. Taint tracking discovers the route from source to sink if any exists. If source data reaches the sink, it is identified as instances of data leakage.

There are two approaches for taint analysis: Dynamic Taint analysis and Static Taint analysis. Based on dynamic taint analysis, many works have been proposed [8-10, 23]. Dynamic analysis techniques monitor the code as it is being executed and based upon runtime information. It suffers from performance overheads in case of real time monitoring of applications. Although, it provides detailed information of specific run, it cannot provide complete overview of all possible execution path of program. Further, for real time processing, this approach needs to be implemented on actual Android device or Virtual Android device.

In contrast to dynamic taint analysis, static taint analysis techniques considers all possible execution paths of the program [11-15]. It analyzes complete code without the need of execution of the code; and creates control flow graph (CFG) of program. CFG is used to trace the flow of sensitive information from sources to sinks. Modern static taint analysers convert programs code into some intermediate representation, which can be effectively processed to generate CFG and Call graphs [13, 23]. Static analysis takes more time to analyse the program than dynamic analysis as it processes complete code and all execution paths. But it has no real time performance overhead as processing is done statically before the code is actually being executed. Static taint analysis on Android can be performed by extracting android package (apk files) of all installed applications and then processing them. Also it can be done at application market level like Google Play Store.

In this paper, a static taint analysis tool Comnoid is proposed along with companion app ApkGrabber. Comnoid is based on open source tool FlowDroid and is capable of analyzing the inter app communication. A companion app ApkGrabber can be used for collecting application APKs from smartphones.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as; Section II provides the overview of flowdroid. Proposed scheme with experimental results are explained in Section III followed by Conclusions in Section IV.
2. OVERVIEW OF FLOWDROID
Christian Fritz et al. [13] presented FlowDroid, precise static taint analysis for android applications. It takes the Android apk file as input for processing and does the static taint analysis. This approach models complete Android lifecycle [6] precisely to handle callbacks. It is context sensitive as well as flow, field and object sensitive. Source and sink for targeted Android version are identified by using SuSi framework [17]. Detection of source, sink and entry-point is done by parsing manifest, dalvik executable (dex) and xml layout files extracted from application apk.

Fig 1: Overview of FlowDroid [10].
FlowDroid generates dummy main method from parsed data as shown in Fig 1. Taint analysis is performed on this graph to discover paths from source to sink; all the discovered paths are then reported. IFDS framework is used to formulate inter procedural data flow analysis problem which creates exploded super graph [18]. FlowDroid ignores dynamic loading and reflection. It treats JNI code as black box and explicit taint propagation rules are defined for common native methods. It lacks taint tracking for intra-app and inter-app communication. Also the current implementation of FlowDroid ignores reflexive calls and dynamically loaded codes.

Along with FlowDroid, the authors have also proposed DroidBench which is very Android specific test suite containing set of vulnerable apps. On DroidBench evaluation FlowDroid outperformed other commercially available tools. It detected all seven data leaks of Insecure Bank App (vulnerable app used for evaluation purpose) [19]. It also performed well on Java specific benchmark suites, FlowDroid is highly precise static taint analysis tool, recently it is been improved to support implicit flows [22] and it is available as open source. It can be executed on any computer with Android application apk’s are given as input for further analysis [13]. Further in [25], the security challenges of Android communication from the perspectives of Intent senders and Intent recipients are given in more details.

3. PROPOSED SCHEME
The proposed static taint analysis tool ‘Comnoid’ consists of two major modules; Comnoid and ApkGrabber as shown in Figure 2. The details of both modules are explained in following sections.

3.1 Comnoid
Comnoid is based on FlowDroid open source tool. It takes Android application apk file as input and extracts Dex file, Manifest file and Xml layout files for processing as shown in Figure 3.

Fig 3: Comnoid overall processing architecture
Manifest file is used to extract metadata about various Android components as well as permissions used in it. Dex file contains dalvik executable code which will be disassembled for call graph and Control flow graph generation (CFG). Xml layout files contains the application UI components i.e. Android Activities. Soot framework is used to generate CFG. It has dexpler tool which disassembles dalvik code and generates Jimple format code. Jimple code is used to form Jimple CFG & call graph. This control flow graph is processed to trace propagation of taint source (sensitive information) to the taint sink (data leak gateway). If the link found from taint source to taint sink in the CFG, it is reported as data leak instance in the final report.

A new inter App processing module is added in existing FlowDroid framework which is responsible for inter application communication processing and finding the data leakages as shown in Fig. 4. In Android inter app communication is performed via Binder responsible for Inter Process Communication (IPC). Communication messages between applications as well as components are in the form of Intent [24]. Intent analysis is performed to find out data leakages in Inter app communication. This module contains three sub modules named Permission mapper, Intent Analyser, Component Analyser as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig 4: Inter App processing sub modules
3.1.1 Permission Mapper
Permission Mapper extracts the permissions used by application. These extracted permissions can belong to following categories as shown in Figure 5.

Normal Permissions- These are basic permission which are granted automatically by Android system.

Dangerous Permissions- User grants these permissions to application at the time of installation. If denied, the application will not be installed.
Signature Permission- granted only to the application which is developed by same developer who defined the permission. Useful when set of applications developed by same developer wants to communicate.

Signature System Permission- Application pre-installed by System manufacturer can have these permissions.

Normal and Dangerous permissions are used for further processing as signature and signature system permissions does not lead to the data leakage. Normal permissions are extracted from Android manifest and dangerous permissions are extracted from Application manifest file.

3.1.2 Intent Analyzer Module

Intent analyser tracks the intent when it is passed as parameter or returned as value of any function. Figure 6 shows the details of Intent Analyzer Module. Explicit intents are sent to the exact intended application but implicit intent may be received by malicious application. Such intents are tracked from source to sink in the control flow graph. Thus data leak instance is generated when implicit intent with weak or no permission requirements is traced. For each such intent, its action, flags and data are tracked.

The code shows example of implicit Intent, in this intent the plain text data embedded. Such intent can be received by different apps like sms, email and whatsapp like chatting apps. In such case, sendIntent which contains sensitive information textMessage string is tracked.

3.1.3 Component Analyzer Module

Component Analyser extracts components information from manifest file as well as from translating Dalvik instructions. This information is checked to see if EXPORTED flag is set or intent filters are present. If either of this is found the component is identified as exported component and further traced for data leakage. Exported component with no permission or weak permission check are reported as data leak. If Component finds a exported component that registers to receive Intents with a non-Android action string and also finds components that transmit implicit Intents with the same action string, Component issues a data leak. Exported broadcast receivers reported for broadcast injection leak, exported activities for activity launch attack and exported services for service launch attack.

3.2 Companion Android App ApkGrabber

A companion Android app is developed which creates apk files for all the installed applications on the smartphone and store it in one destination folder on SD card. ApkGrabber requests the Android package manager details and list of all applications on phone. From these details it tracks the application folder and generates the apk file. Phone can be connected to the Pc and Comnoid will given the address of that folder which contains all the apk’s. Comnoid will the generate the data leakage report for all the applications. This fastens the manual process of getting APK file from the marketplace and sometimes user may have installed applications other than market store of android i.e. Google Play Store.

Companion app stores all apk in the sdcard/APK folder. This folder’s path is given to the Comnoid to analyse all the apk’s and generate report.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The data leakage reports generated from Flowdroid and Comnoid are compared. This output data leak report can be analyzed by technicians and/or programmers to detect number of vulnerabilities. Following are some of the sample data leakage reports generated for the ArraysAndList, Callbacks and InterApp related vulnerability apps from DroidBench benchmark using Flowdroid.

1. droidbench\ArraysAndLists_ArrayAccess1.apk
RESULT SIZE: 1
#Found a flow to sink virtualinvoke
SendTextMessage(java.lang.String,java.lang.String,java.lang.String,android.app.PendingIntent,android.app.PendingIntent)("+49 1234", null,$r7, null, null), from the following sources: - virtualinvoke

2. droidbench\Callbacks_Button2.apk
RESULT SIZE: 4
#Found a flow to sink staticinvoke <android.util.Log: int
SendTextMessage(java.lang.String,java.lang.String,java.lang.String,android.app.PendingIntent,android.app.PendingIntent)("TAG", $r3), from the following sources: - virtualinvoke

3. droidbench\InterAppCommunication_ActivityCommunication1.apk
No results found.

4. droidbench\InterAppCommunication_IntentSink1.apk
No results found.

5. droidbench\InterAppCommunication_IntentSink2.apk
No results found.

From results, it is found that the .apk files containing inter app vulnerabilities are not recognized by Flowdroid. Following are some of the sample data leakage reports generated for the ArraysAndList, Callbacks and InterApp related vulnerability apps from DroidBench benchmark using Comnoid.

1. droidbench\ArraysAndLists_ArrayAccess1.apk
RESULT SIZE: 1
#Found a flow to sink virtualinvoke

2. droidbench\Callbacks_Button2.apk
RESULT SIZE: 4
#Found a flow to sink staticinvoke <android.util.Log: int

3. droidbench\InterAppCommunication_ActivityCommunication1.apk
No results found.
### Table 1: Comparison between Flowdroid and Comnoid

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Apk</th>
<th>Leaks</th>
<th>FlowDroid Result</th>
<th>Comnoid Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Callbacks_MethodOverride1.apk</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Success</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Callbacks_MultiHandlers1.apk</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fail</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Callbacks_Ordering1.apk</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Success</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Callbacks_RegisterGlobal1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Success</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. CONCLUSIONS

Smart phones can contain private and confidential data, when allowed for accessing corporate applications. Malicious apps can steal such sensitive data or can track users without their consent. Considering pros and cons of both approaches, it is found that static taint analysis techniques are best suited for analysis on Android Market site and dynamic taint analysis for real time tracking on Android phone. Thus static taint-analysis tools for Android applications can be used to detect illegal data leakage before any malicious application executed or even before its installation.

Many current static taint analysis approaches do not analyse dynamically loaded code and Inter-app communication. There are many data leakage issues in inter-app communication. From results, it is found that proposed Comnoid tool can detect inter-app data leakage instances for DroidBench benchmark successfully. Comnoid gives similar results as FlowDroid with additional support for inter app analysis. An ApkGrabber companion Android app is also developed to collect apk’s of installed application on phone. Thus Comnoid can be efficiently used for data leak detection for Android application on Market store as well as for individual user’s smartphone applications.

Comnoid suffers with the drawbacks which are common to that of other static analysis tools like it is not able to analyse the reflexive calls and dynamically loaded code.
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